Arts District artists to showcase at MSP Airport

by Margo Ashmore

Online submissions open August 15 for three Northeast Minneapolis Arts District exhibit opportunities at MSP International Airport. Arts/MSP awarded the proposal sent by Arts District board member Leslie Palmeson-Ross and exhibit coordinator Denise Tennen. Work will be on display January through December 2021.

"Visitors to the airport may have lots of time to take in the exhibits while they wait for flights. This is a great way to invite them to include the Northeast Minneapolis Arts District in their choice of things to do while they’re here, or on their next planned trip," said Palmer-Ross. Offering this to the artists in the District not only concentrates the experience for the visitor, but also underscores the importance of the District’s designation. Arts District artists may apply to one of the two juried exhibit opportunities:

101+ views, voices, perspectives

by Josh Blanc

The Northeast Minneapolis Arts District e-newsletter passed 100 editions last month. Since 2012 about a dozen writers, poets and reporters have contributed material about artists and their experiences in the Northeast Minneapolis Arts District. About 240 individuals and institutions have been mentioned or profiled.

The goal has been to get the broadest perspective to describe what artists create, build and think about. For example: In September 2017, Aldo Moroni wrote about offensive monuments being torn down and his perspective on how to handle the issues at stake.

Over the years we have profiled mid-career and full career artists that are making big impacts in society. Recently, artists Leslie Barlow, Peyton Scott Russell and Melodee Strong, Mary Johnson and artists of the Northeast Sculpture/Gallery Factory have made international news with their art in context of the coronavirus pandemic and the uprising after George Floyd’s death.

Arts District writers have learned and shared information about city government and how artists can have a voice in issues that they want and need to understand; legitimation, political forums, funding resources in the pandemic, to name a few. We highlighted a partnership with the Chamber of Commerce studying the impacts of artists in the community.

The writers have found and profiled accomplished artists and told their stories. There are many more that need to be highlighted.

Our partnership with the Northeastern newspaper, the Arts Insights page since 2016 has helped accelerate our potential audience to over 50,000 people monthly. The next stage needs an even larger selection of artists and community members participating, to get a more nuanced perspective of what's happening in our arts community. We are looking for writers, videographers, poets, artists who have something to say and cultural community members wanting to contribute. Are we missing a perspective that you think should be written about?

If you are interested in writing an article, please contact us at info@northeastminneapolisartsdistrict.org

Social Justice Billboard Project launches

by NE Sculpture/Gallery Factory

The first three works of the Social Justice Billboard Project are up. Artworks by William Ransom, Peyton Scott Russell and Melodee Strong are viewable on the NE Sculpture/Gallery Factory Instagram and Facebook, or in person at the vigil site on 38th and Chicago Ave., Minneapolis, MN.

“Thanks to Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez for her help and support, we were able to list the site on 38th and Chicago Ave., Minneapolis, MN.”

"A big thank you to all who have supported the Project so far by donating or sharing the information with their communities. The SBP GoFundMe has raised over $12,000, enough for a year-long payment for one billboard. We anticipate that the installation of these first three artworks will keep up the momentum! We’re still working on making our goal of $33,300 to cover rental, installation, and artist honorarium for all three boards for an entire year.

The Social Justice Billboard Project is devised to elevate the voices and artwork of BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of Color) artists. Two of the rented billboards are on top of the Cup Foods; the third is diagonal-ly across the square. The aspiration is to fund three billboards for one year, with three participating artists rotating every three months for a total of 12 large-scale works by 12 BIPOC artists.

NE Sculpture/Gallery Factory needs assistance to support the full year of usage for all three billboards. Support from individual patrons, foundations and businesses is welcome on the SBP GoFundMe page. "Donations in any amount, big or small, will help us continue the program for as long as possible." Photo: Melodee Strong, with her billboard (on the right).

NE calendar call for images

Arts/MSP

from NEMAA news release

All the fun, without the heat...

Northeast Minneapolis Arts Association (NEMAA) 10×10 going virtual will be launched to the public Saturday, August 15 at 5 p.m. The virtual event will serve as both a fundraiser for NEMAA as well as a promotional and sales opportunity for NEMAA artists who donate work.

Artists may apply to work through September 16, and those who donate before August 16 get first priority for display.

In keeping with the fun, mysterious nature of last year’s show, all available artwork will be initially displayed anonymously and available for purchase for $35. Once a piece is purchased, it will be marked “sold” and the artist’s name and link to their artwrlr.org shop profile will appear, directing viewers that like the work to explore and potentially purchase more of the artist’s work from their own site. Buyer information will be shared with the artist.

Wet Paint is donating 10×10- inch canvas panels, wood panels, and watercolor paper to NEMAA artists creating work for 10×10 until August 15 (one month before deadline). Monday – Friday, 10am – 4pm. Outlines of the guidelines/airport-exhibits/NE-MAA-10x10-Fall-Duration-Fundraiser.html.

Threeteen images will be chosen for the month of August and September, each for $200, and one for the cover, $400. Images will be juried by independent professionals. The calendar will be designed by graphic artist Leanne Johnson. Submission criteria and procedure: northeastmca.org.

For sponsor/ad info, contact Dawn Williams 612-363-5990.

NEMAA 10×10 going virtual

by Northeast CDC

NEMMA 10×10 is open for the 2021 Northeast Calendar, coordinated by the Northeast Community Development Corporation. Imag es are sought that represent the 14 Northeast neighborhoods. The deadline is Sept. 10.

An image may be representative of a neighborhood simply due to the artist living in that neighborhood, or it can be a landmark. “We are looking for active, colorful, beautiful and/or funny images that bring cheer and a feeling of togetherness to community,” organizers said in a news release. “We encourage active images of people: Photographs of people who are readily recognizable should be accompanied by a release from the subjects.”